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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3108791A1] An electrical household appliance has a load-bearing structure, a door constrained to which is a front panel and a hinge (7)
for hinging a lower region of the door to the load-bearing structure in such a way that the door can turn according to a substantially horizontal axis
of rotation between a closed position and an open position, in which the door is substantially vertical and substantially horizontal, respectively. The
hinge (7) comprises a first part (13), pre-arranged for fixing to the load-bearing structure of the electrical household appliance, and a second part
(14), which is articulated to the first part (13) and is pre-arranged for fixing to the door of the electrical household appliance. The hinge (7) further
comprises a transmission system (16, 18, 20, 22, 28, 29), which is configured for being connected to a front panel slidably carried by the door, the
transmission system (16, 18, 20, 22, 28, 29) interacting with the first part (13) and the second part (14) of the hinge (7) and comprising a system of
levers (16, 18, 20, 22) that includes at least one first lever (18), pivoted to which is a second lever (22) that connects the first lever (18) to a sliding
member (28, 29) configured for fixing to the front panel. According to the invention: - the transmission system (16, 18, 20, 22, 28, 29) of the hinge
(7) further comprises a third lever (20), which connects the second hinge part (14) to the first lever (18); - the hinge (7) has a first arrest arrangement
(22a) pre-arranged for blocking angular movement of the second lever (22) relative to the first lever (18) in the aforesaid open position of the door
(6); and - the hinge (7) has a second arrest arrangement (20a, 26) pre-arranged for blocking angular movement of the third lever (20) relative to the
first hinge part (13) in the aforesaid open position of the door (6).
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